Density-Based Clustering (1)
• Parameters -range ε and minimal weight MinPts
• Definition: core object -q is core object if | rangeQuery (q,ε) | ≥ MinPts
• Definition: directly density-reachable -p directly density-reachable from q if q is a core object and p ∈ rangeQuery (q,ε)
• Definition: density-reachable -density-reachable: transitive closure of "directly density-reachable" Density-Based Clustering (2)
• Core Idea of OPTICS:
Order the objects linearly such that objects of a cluster are adjacent in the ordering.
• Definition: core-distance 
Server-Side Partitioning
Perform OPTICS based on the filter distances to obtain: • Conservatively approximated clusters, i.e. filter clusters are supersets of exact clusters.
• Progressively approximated noise, i.e. filter noise is a subset of exact noise.
• Filter merge points. Split large filter clusters to evenly distribute load on the clients. Needed to determine core properties during client-side clustering • Direct integration of the multi-step query processing paradigm into the clustering algorithm • postponing expensive exact distance computations as long as possible
• For each database object q, we perform one range query on the filter information (1,2).
• Only those exact distances
are computed which are necessary to determine the core-properties of q (3).
• A beneficial heuristic for determining the reachabilityproperties is applied which saves on exact distance computations (4).
• Adapted from [ICDM 04] to also handle filter merge points. 
Merge Points
Number of merge points w.r.t. a varying number of slaves for the graph dataset
